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The Zealots of the Collective aren't just human mercenaries waging war on the Dark 
Jedi Brotherhood. They, as their name would suggest, are dogmatic extremists that have trained 
ceaselessly for a long period of time in order to take on and successfully defeat an organization of 
unimaginable power. In addition to being uniquely skilled combatants, they are armed and armored to 
fight tooth and nail with Sith. These items include three that are particularly distinctive, the Zealot 
Claws, the Zealot Cowl and the Zealot Wings. We will describe these three items below.  

 
 
 

 
 
 

Name: Zealot Claws 
Category: Glove Weapon 
Type: Weapon (Miscellaneous) 
Size: 2 slots 
Rarity: Epic 
Description: These gloves wrap from the fist, around the forearm, to just above the elbow. They are 
made from a tight weave of plasteel cables. From each fingertip protrudes a retractable vibro-claw. 
These claws are good for climbing and for melee combat. Each claw individually is less powerful than 
a single vibro-dagger but when used in concert with one another can be quite powerful. They do emit a 
slight buzzing sound that can make efforts to move stealthily and remain hidden quite difficult. 
Aspect/Upgrade Slots: 
1 slot allowing Aspects of type Poison Weapon 
1 slot allowing Aspects of type Glove Weapon Cosmetic 
 
 



 
 

 
 
 
Name: Zealot Cowl 
Category: Technology 
Type: Technology 
Size: 1 Slot 
Rarity: Epic 
Description: Sometimes carrying around several different types of tools can be cumbersome. In order 
to operate smoothly, Zealots wear an armored cowl, that can be used along with most types of armor. 
This cowl incorporates an encrypted comlink, an advanced scanner, a breath mask, a holcam and an 
optical device, which lets the user magnify objects and view objects under low light conditions. The 
use of the Zealot Cowl is sometimes distracting to users with less multitasking abilities. 
Aspect/Upgrade Slots: 

1 slot allowing Aspects of type Armor Helmet Modification 
1 slot allowing Aspects of type Armor Resistance Modification 
1 slot allowing Aspects of type Armor Cosmetic 

 
 
 

 
Name: Zealot Wings 
Category: Jetpack 
Type: Back 
Size: 1 Slot 
Rarity: Epic 
Description: Zealot wings are a mid-grade jetpack combined with a military grade glider. It is less 
dangerous and less prone to explosion than most kinds of jetpacks because it is less powerful. The 
jetpack need only carry the Zealot into the air, where the powerful glider fashioned to look like wings 
can take over and carry the wearer great distances, depending on the weight of the user and 
windspeeds. Landings can sometimes be difficult and dangerous, leaving the user vulnerable. 
Aspect/Upgrade Slots:  

1 slot allowing Aspect of type Back Cover Cosmetic 
 
 



 

 
~ (#8075) Battlelord Etah Kilij Bloodfyre (Sith) / House Shar Dakhan of Clan Naga Sadow 


